NOTE: HOW TO CHECK THE CHANNEL NUMBER FOR A SUBJECT?

this can be found in the subject folder (e.g.):
/Volumes/ecog/ECoG_Data/YDJDatafile/INFO/YDJ_montage.xls

OR you can manually add the numbers from each box together by combining the channel numbers from:
/Volumes/ecog/ECoG_Data/YDJDatafile/INFO/YDJ_montage_BOXA.jpg
&
/Volumes/ecog/ECoG_Data/YDJDatafile/INFO/YDJ_montage_BOXB.jpg

Although in this subject, there are only 60 active channels in BOXA, you still need to count the last four blank channels, for example, for YDJ, the total channel number is 64 from BOXA (although only 60 of them are active) + 57 from BOXB = 121 channels.